OUTCOME

By utilizing MAS, organizations have seen an average of 61% increase in IT efficiencies as it relates to business processes, tool consolidation & labor effectiveness.

MAS SUMMARY

A cross-platform automation engine, MAS standardizes, catalogs, automates & improves IT business processes.

MAS manages multiple system tools from a single interface, including those required for Linux, POWER, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server & more – all from a user-friendly, mobile application that frees organizations from the limitations of legacy processes.

MAS & TOOL CONSOLIDATION

THAT’S THE NUMBER REPRESENTING REDUCTION IN AVERAGE TOOLS REQUIRED TO MANAGE SYSTEMS.

Years of acquiring specialized IT management tools have left most enterprises with too many tools and too much overlap. Organizations now need to shed tools that perpetuate the tendency to monitor specific technology silos through unique interfaces. While these tools are necessary, the way they are individually managed is inefficient and costly.

Consolidating the management of these tools with MAS technology offers many benefits, including real tool integration, better service perspective, quicker incident resolution, and higher service reliability.

MAS & LABOR EFFICIENCY

THAT’S THE AVERAGE INCREASE IN LABOR EFFICIENCY SEEN WHEN UTILIZING MAS

Utilizing MAS allows organizations’ human resources the ability to extend current capabilities beyond their training and specific technology expertise. Without requiring new talent to be added to existing IT teams, MAS gives current resources both the knowledge and access to perform on platforms that require additional and specialized expertise.

Utilizing the MAS technology, organizations have seen the capacity of their highly technical talent to perform at a rate of 133% beyond their capabilities prior to utilizing MAS². Giving these resources the ability to manage multiple platforms with a single knowledge set has proven to increase team efficiency and function by 42%³.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON VENDITA MAS, VISIT VENDITA.COM
MAS IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICE INDUSTRY

THAT'S THE INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY MAS DEMONSTRATED IN AN EXISTING DBA TEAM WITHIN AN INDUSTRY LEADING FINANCIAL SERVICES INSTITUTION.

A leader in the financial services industry partnered with Vendita to expand the abilities for 10 of their DBAs using MAS. The Chief Data Officer was tasked to consolidate their DBA team to only those residing in the United States.

By utilizing MAS’ SQL Server Solution Pac, this financial institution could manage 450 SQL Server databases and increase the efficiency of their existing DBA team by 60%, while reducing their budget by 68%.

MAS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

THAT'S THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTIVITY THAT MAS DEMONSTRATED FOR AN IT TEAM WITHIN A PUBLIC SECTOR ORGANIZATION.

A Public-Sector client was tasked with replacing 2 retiring FTEs who possessed extensive systems knowledge of IBM AIX. This public entity evaluated Vendita MAS technology to eliminate platform confusion, automate AIX commands, and elevate the remaining team members to fill the knowledge gap left by the retiring employees.

Utilizing MAS, the organization was able to increase the remaining team’s productivity by 33%.

MAS IN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

THAT'S THE REDUCTION MAS SHOWED IN AN IT BUDGET FOR A HOSPITALITY COMPANY BY FILLING THE KNOWLEDGE GAP OTHERWISE REQUIRING 2 FTES.

A large hospitality company sought to partner with Vendita to help manage 5 different types of databases running Linux and AIX with only six total DBAs. By utilizing MAS, the company could provide their current team with the ability to cross-manage disparate database platforms without requiring new training – all through a single interface.

The result: The organization wasn’t forced to increase department headcount by 2 FTE’s, leading to a 20% decrease in their IT budget, while simultaneously increasing the current team’s efficiencies by 33%.

1, 2, 3 Numbers based upon MAS simulations and tests performed for private customers. Simulation and test process available for all potential MAS customers upon request. Results may vary.